Explore and Visualize your Data
A requirement for any learning management system (LMS) is the ability to provide
complete insight that proves the effectiveness of your training and education programs.
Current LMS offerings do not deliver on this requirement. Reporting capabilities in the LMS
market today are limited in their ability to access and
analyze the wealth of your data, and present it in a
Lambda ZoolaTM Benefits
meaningful way. Their outdated approaches to
running reports are time consuming, and leave users
Spend less time creating and
running reports, and spend more
so full of frustration that many of them are driven to
time focused on learner success.
switching their LMS.

Lambda ZoolaTM changes that!
Lambda ZoolaTM is the only cloud-based reporting
and analytics solution that helps you gain real insights
from your learning data - in minutes, instead of days.
Purpose-built for Moodle, ZoolaTM gives users full
control by delivering real-time access to all your
learning data, unmatched visualization options and
full flexibility to schedule and share information.

Better understand your learners to
continuously improve learning and
development programs and
related resources.
Assess the learning effectiveness
with powerful learning analytics,
and use the insight to accurately
understand where to invest in
future learning.

ZoolaTM helps you save hours of time so you can focus on what matters most.

Figure 1 Lambda Zoola Dashboard

LAMBDA ZOOLA FEATURES
More Control over your Data

Out-of-the-box Reports

Lambda Zoola provides access to all of your
learning data. This means you control every
table, every field and every row. You decide how
it is viewed, how it is analyzed, how it is
presented, and how and when it is distributed.

Benefit from an ever growing list of reports and
dashboards. The reports are crowd-sourced,
meaning that they have been previously
suggested by peers in your industry. Out-of-the-box
reports are configurable so you have full control to
match your exact requirements.

Ad Hoc Analysis

Time Spent Learning Reports

Interactive Executive Dashboards

On-Demand Export & Report Scheduling

Take all your ad hoc analysis and mash it up into
an executive dashboard that is uniquely
designed for your stakeholders. This single view,
that can blend multiple data points on a single
page, presents real-time data and drilldown/through capabilities to zero in on what
matters most.

Export reports to all the popular files including PDF,
Microsoft Word, Excel and PowerPoint. For
situations where reports are required at set
intervals, the scheduler allows you to automate
email delivery at the time and frequency desired.

Create your own unique reports. Decide fields
you want to use, how you want them sorted and
filtered, and how you want it presented. Leave it
as a table or choose from a library of more than
30 different chart styles that best summarizes the
results of your analysis. Further this analysis with a
variety of calculated fields to perform
mathematical and statistical analysis.

Produce reports that accurately inform you of the
actual time learners spend learning. The Lambda
ZoolaTM Time Spent Learning plug-in set tracks the time
that learners spend in courses and modules within
those courses. You analyze that time by course,
module and across the organization for the insight you
need to measure learning effectiveness.

OUT-OF-THE-BOX REPORTS & DASHBOARDS
Activity Completion
Course Completion
Course Enrollments
Forum Statistics
Forum Report
Time Spent Learning
User Login Activity
User Grades By Activity
User Grades By Course

Grades, Time and Certificates Report
Learner Course Progress Report
Quiz Results
Quiz Statistics
Quiz Question Statistics
Quiz Question Report
Quiz Question Pass Fail Report
Who Has Not Taken Courses

Figure 2: Course Completions Report

ABOUT LAMBDA SOLUTIONS
Founded in 2002, Lambda Solutions provides learning and talent management solutions on open technology platforms, Moodle and Totara
LMS. Lambda Solutions works with organizations to help them achieve better learning outcomes and increase the value of their human capital.
Focused in healthcare, education and corporate training, Lambda Solutions provides systems integration, customization, training and support
to enterprise-class customers, including Children’s Hospital of Los Angeles, Four Seasons Hotels and Resorts, and TOMS Shoes. Lambda Solutions
is a Moodle certified services partner and a Totara Platinum partner. The company has offices in the United States and Canada.

